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Message from the
President
It gives me immense pleasure to be sharing the
latest edition of Delhi Management Association’s
newsletter being released on the occasion of
International Women’ s Day.
This is the day when we should not only highlight
issues and reﬂect on the challenges that
undermine the lives of women but also celebrate
the strengths, the achievements and the changes
brought about in the society by the extraordinary
efforts of ordinary women.
We have traditionally been a male dominated
society in which the economic, political, religious,
social and cultural institutions are largely
controlled by men. The paradox is that on one
hand they are worshipped as goddesses, while on
the other burnt for dowry. Unfortunately
discriminatory practices such as child marriages,
dowry, honour killing, glass ceiling still exist.
Over the years women in India have excelled in all
sectors, including politics, business, medicine,
sports and agriculture. Two female scientists from
the ISRO led the country’s second lunar mission
Chandrayaan-2 from its inception to completion
in 2019. Since 1992 Women have served the armed
forces in a multitude of positions, including ﬁghter
pilots, doctors, nurses, engineers, signallers, etc.
During the recent Covid outbreak, women were at
the forefront as doctors, nurses, caregivers etc.

Dr. Yogesh Misra
President, DMA &
Vice President
Thomas Assessments

The theme for this year’s Women’s Day is
#BreakTheBias.
Imagine a gender equal world, free of bias,
stereotypes and discrimination. A world that's
diverse, equitable and inclusive, where difference
is not only valued but also celebrated.
The Government of India led by our Hon. Prime
www.fulki.co.in

Minister, Sh. Narendra Modi has launched ﬂagship schemes to promote gender equality,
including Beti Bachao Beti Padhao , Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana and Mahila-E-Haat.
However, we still have a long way to go and this will be possible when all of us take steps
to consciously remove biases at our homes and workplaces thereby giving women equal
opportunity to excel.
Despite Covid, DMA with the support of its members continued with its activities.
The Network Of Women Entrepreneur (NOWE@DMA) organised its 11 Women
Entrepreneurship Conference and Awards – a virtual event aimed at supporting and
recognising the efforts of women entrepreneurs in India, The speakers included Padma
Shri Dr Saurabh Srivastava, Co-founder and Former Chairman NASSCOM, IVCA, TIE @
Founder IAN; Ms Dagmar Walter, Director, ILO India; Padma Shri
Ms Anu Aga, Former Chairperson, Thermax; HE Ambassador
Ritva Koukku-Ronde, Ambassador of Finland & EU Gender
Champion for India.
th

To support the grit and selﬂess spirit of the unnamed heroes
during the COVID-19 pandemic, DMA, in association with
Benepik, held its ﬁrst-ever Unsung Covid Heroes Awards 2021.
The initiative received a staggering 120+ nominations from pan
India adjudged by eminent personalities from various ﬁelds.
As part of its skill-building initiative, under the Chairmanship of
Dr. Rajan Johri. women from impoverished background were
trained on Home Care Assistants Training Programme The
programme's objective was to train participants for minimal medical tasks and make
such initiatives higher in quality but shorter in duration.
Continuing with its endeavor to help
professionals build key managerial and HR
skills, DMA’s webinar on “Business Acumen:
Building a Better HR” was very well received
with participants from all over India. At the
Webinar, Dr Mita Brahma, Advisor- Strategic
HR, NIIT; Mr Pradip Kumar Das, Chairman &
Managing Director, IREDA and Mr Amandeep,
Founder & Sherpa-in-Chief at TheSherpas.in
shared their valuable insights on the high
yielding HR practices relevant in today’s
environment.
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Dr. Navneet Kumar Sharma, IRSS, Chairperson - Government, Industry-Academia Interface
Committee was instrumental in organizing a National Conference on Atmanirbhar Bharat on
the theme “Industry 4.0 – Making India Smart and Intelligent Manufacturing Hub along with
along with DTU-DCE Fraternity Forum. The panelist included Sunand Sharma, Former Chairman
of Alsthom ; Vineet Sahni, Group CEO, Lumax – D.K. Jain Group; Suman Bose, GoFar & Secure
Food; Dr. S.K. Chaudhary Ex CMD IRCON; Anil Kakkar, CIO, Escorts Ltd and Pranjal Sharma, Author
– India Automated.
In January, 2022, we organized "BizLearn" our ﬂagship
Business Simulation competition in which over 30 teams
from leading corporates and academic institutions
competed. The event was the brainchild of Dr. Maninder
Singh Khalsa, Co- Chairperson of the Strategic Initiative
Committee.

We have entered into strategic tieup with India Ahead TV,
India Ahead is a national news channel with a country-wide
footprint in both broadcast and digital media, Ramanujan
College, University of Delhi and Mentza, an accessible to
everyone real-time audio platform application that enables
learning oriented people to seek and share experiences,
knowledge and wisdom with others like them. We hope to
bring to you many memorable events in joint collaboration.
This issue is the culmination of lot of hard work by our editor
Ms. Anuradha Sharma and Guest Editor, Dr. Mita Brahma and
contribution by several of our members.
This issue is the culmination of lot of hard work by our editor Ms. Anuradha Sharma and Guest
Editor, Dr. Mita Brahma and contribution by several of our members.
“Here's to strong women: May we know them. May we be them. May we raise them." –Unknown
Happy Women's Day to all.

Dr. Yogesh Misra
President
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Message from the
Guest Editor
Women make up half the population but less
than 14% of the entrepreneurs. Since as many
as 20% of MSMEs are run by women
entrepreneurs, it is clear that women are
severely underrepresented in the promotion
and management of large businesses. This is
not right and needs to change if India has to
realize its true economic potential. Luckily there
are signs of some of that happening. The
percentage of women entrepreneurs in the
country is all set to increase rapidly over the
next ﬁve years, aided by technology driven
innovation and communication.
We talked to several women entrepreneurs and
have shared some of their exciting journeys in
this issue. Jo Aggarwal is one of them. She is
solving one of the most pressing issues of
contemporary times, using AI-guided listening
along with domain expertise. Her story has
been captured by Dhruti Shah, an author and
leadership coach.
The anti-viral NSafe mask is washable and
reusable up to 50 times. We bring you the story
of Dr. Anasuya Roy, a material scientist, Founder
and CEO of Nanosafe solutions, the team that
developed this mask.

Dr. Mita Brahma
Chairperson Human Capital Committee
DMA &
Advisor, Strategic HR, NIIT Ltd.

An inspiring story by Jyoti Kakkar Singh talks
about her own incredible journey of
overcoming personal challenges, to establish
her media ﬁrm.
What drives these super achievers to start and
manage their own businesses? What adds to
their sense of accomplishment? What makes

www.fulki.co.in

them so determined and committed? We asked some CXOs and bring you some of
their perspectives.
Bala talks about one of the most powerful woman global business leaders, Indra
Nooyi, and her achievement drivers, as captured in her autobiography. Indra Nooyi
currently sits on the board of Amazon.com and runs several public service and
philanthropic initiatives.
Maria Pontes talked to a few women entrepreneurs in the small and medium scale
sector, to uncover their key challenges. Some of these challenges were common to
all entrepreneurs like access to ﬁnance. Some of the challenges were unique to
women. Some of the constraints that the women mentioned seem to be selfimposed, like having a low self-esteem. It was heartening to note however that the
women were acknowledging their challenges and talking about means to meet
them.
The article by Pooja Dawra talks precisely about this: acknowledging one’s limiting
beliefs, and committing to managing oneself, towards one’s life goals.
The adoption of digital technologies, a changing ecosystem, and a growing list of
successful women entrepreneurs as role models are all helping women overcome
their challenges by leveraging their own innate strength.
One sector we have not covered in this issue is agriculture, where women are
increasingly taking up roles as entrepreneurs, cultivators, and labourers. Several
government initiatives are providing them training on aspects of agriculture,
business management, marketing, entrepreneurship, and skill development. This will
serve to make the women more self-reliant.
Welcome to this new more inclusive world! Happy reading!

www.fulki.co.in
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Cover Story

Women Entrepreneurship:
A New Narrative
India is one of the most well-funded ecosystems in the
world. Yet among more than 80 unicorns in India today,
there is only one woman CEO. It is heartening to see that
women’s representation in the entrepreneurial sphere is
being studied, and hopefully the light that is now being
shone on it will move the needle; but the pace of
change and absolute numbers are abysmally low.
There are in my view, three barriers that stand in the
way of proportionate representation of women in the
entrepreneurial space. To understand this space better I
surveyed a number of players from the ecosystem.

The Social Barrier
Families have certain expectations, and believe that
women are better off taking care of their household
responsibilities and commitments, rather than pursuing
professional goals. As Ashim Gupta, a Branding and
Communication Expert said, “It all starts and stems from
family and home.”
Many women do see family commitments and
professional growth as incompatible; and think they
need to choose between one or the other. Rama Rao, ex
CFO Novartis & Founder Bloqcube, explained, “At a
critical age where professional learning takes place
(post-graduation +5 years’ experience) many women
may be dropping out to tackle personal goals of starting
a family or getting married.” The reality is that these life
decisions of setting up a home, marriage, parenting and
care of elderly parents are made by men as well.
However, there is no choice forced on men between
these and a professional career.

Anuradha Sharma
Editor Newsletter

Chairperson, Marketing &
Digitial Media Committee, DMA
&
Founder & CEO
Fulki Communications Pvt. Ltd.

The exclusion of women from crucial family decisions
pertaining to so-called male dominated topics
increases this bias. Nikhil Madan, Co-Founder The
Ofﬁce Pass, conﬁrms, “The biggest problem is society’s
www.fulki.co.in

shallow mind-set. Women are neither encouraged nor
involved in conversations pertaining to Finance, Business,
Real Estate, Investments, thereby restricting their early
exposure to such decisions, which otherwise would help
them be more conﬁdent and well informed in the future.”

Mindset re Implicit Risk in Entrepreneurship
Women who select professional growth often consider
entrepreneurship a less attractive option, given the implicit
risk and overt time commitment involved. Many women,
while weighing relative values, opt for the less risky, and
potentially less demanding role of a regular salary,
especially as few families encourage women to take the
risk that comes with entrepreneurship.
However, I believe this holds true only in certain
communities / socio-economic levels - in the more
impoverished sector many women need to be selfemployed. Vegetable sellers, beauticians, tailors, there are
many example. The issue is that these self-employed small
business owners don’t scale. They lack the risk mindset, and
more importantly, money and backing. So, they stay small,
one or two person operations. When they do scale, they can
be extraordinary. Lijjat Papad and Sewa are two such
examples. The business models are cooperative and
collaborative. Everyone wins, not just the founder.

The Financial Barrier
Lack of collateral and ﬁnancial autonomy limit start-up
funding and access to capital for women entrepreneurs,
making the start-up ecosystem suboptimal for their
support. While India has a well-funded start-up ecosystem,
less than 10% of PE/VC professionals are women. “The male
VCs and investors that make funding decisions are biased;
they just don’t want to trust or back women entrepreneurs”,
says Neeraj Ghei, Director and Founder, Select City Walk.
As Kavi Ghei, visionary thought leader and entrepreneur,
commented, “Only 2% of women entrepreneurs get funded
as the VCs and the PEs are male-dominated, and their
decision usually favour men.” Rama concurs, “A woman VC
would have greater insights in the entrepreneurial

Inspirational Messages for
Aspiring Entrepreneurs
“Try not to be a superwoman.
Let go, extend trust to others,
develop and build a support
system that works for you. It
gives you the time and energy
to do things you love doing. It
will also help you to scale up
your business.”
Anuradha Sharma

“Never limit yourself to believe
that you can’t do better than a
man.
Overcome your limitations and
aspire for more at every turning
point. No one said it’s going to
be easy. Be prepared for
mishaps, and to play multiple
roles as opposed to being the
‘boss’ in the chair.”
Mallika Bakshi
Founder, The Baby Trunk

“Those who dare, win: There is
no difference between women
and men in terms of excelling at
entrepreneurship.”
Rama Rao
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processes and the multiple challenges that women
entrepreneurs go through. You may recall that there was a
Gender discrimination lawsuit by an Asian American on a
leading Bay area VC. The implosion of Theranos will set this
back even more”.

How can we overcome these barriers?
Encouraging, educating and empowering our daughters,
sisters, sons and brothers to break these shackled
mindsets and embrace opportunities starts at home.
“Biases arise because girls from a very young age are
discouraged from pursuing certain ﬁelds or a career at all,
while boys are actively encouraged and pushed,” says
Neeraj. Teaching and training young girls and boys that
there is no difference between them is critical.
Women are not held accountable to be bread winners in
the same way that men are, by society, but more
importantly by themselves. High expectations are set by
families of men- they need to be bread winners, strong
and leaders. Men end up believing this myth, which places
a lot of pressure on them. Women sadly, also subscribe to
this myth. They need to break that bias, and hold
themselves accountable as well. Rama smiled, “A friends'
12 years old daughter in the US said she would start a
company and asked me if I would work for her! I loved her
verve and drive.”
Women need to recognise and break these mindsets in
order to overcome the bias-fuelled cycle that prevents
them from advancing into leadership. Women believe that
they cannot have it all, at least not on the same scale as
men. But there’s nothing to stop us putting ourselves
forward, speaking up, negotiating for more, and pursuing,
much less claiming, our seat at the table. Except our own
beliefs.
I was only 14, when I was considering a career option for
myself. Inﬂuenced by the books and stories that were
popular at that time, I thought of being a nurse or a
teacher. But my parents opened my eyes to varied options.
My mother encouraged me to study Economics, my father

Inspirational Messages for
Aspiring Entrepreneurs
“Entrepreneurship is all about
ability to take risk. You just
need to believe in yourself.”
Ashim Gupta

Don’t let the magnitude of
Covid and other new world
order changes affect your
mental health. You have to
learn where to push and when
not to be hard on yourself.
Wake up with the intent to
create each day and you will
never give up enjoying work!”
Mallika Bakshi

“Be agile, and ready to adapt,
innovate and pivot to changing
markets and situations. You
have to believe in yourself and
turn to those who believe in you,
to keep the positive energy
ﬂowing.”
Radhika Bagai

www.fulki.co.in

introduced me to leaders in advertising and banking. With
my interest in design, I chose advertising and there was no
looking back. Both men and women need to change to shift
the needle in the right direction.
Role models spur people into action. “Tangible examples of
successful women leaders from the corporate world
motivate young women to aspire to these positions, and
also spread the right message to their families”, says
Ashim.
Over the years, I’ve been inspired by many outstanding
women including my sister, Anjali Raina, now Executive
Director at Harvard Business School India Research Centre,
who have identiﬁed their own paths and excelled at being
mothers, home makers, business leaders and
entrepreneurs.
Radhika Bagai, Founder-Sheer Magic, a designer studio for
ethnic wear, says, “My role model was my mother whose
intuitiveness, sense of design and aesthetics I seem to have
inherited. Strong willed and determined she always
completed what she set her heart to. Aditi Gupta Bansal,
Founder Director PPRO EED said, “My father was a wellrespected business tycoon in the jute industry in Kolkata
and the stories of hard work and success made him my role
model.“
Women need a seat at the table. The GOI mandate about
Board representation for women is a step in the right
direction. However, checking boxes is not enough. It’s
important to bridge the gap between paper and practice
and make the presence of women count in ways that
companies are able to reap the beneﬁts of diversity.
There is a huge unconscious bias against having a woman
as a leader, and since there are more men in the Corporate
World by nature, they hire people who are like them.
Representation at the top matters. Women leaders can
inﬂuence policy and junior girls can see a path to grow and
progress up the ladder. With the abysmally low number of
women in Indian companies, just 7% in senior management
and 5% in top management, the Corner Ofﬁce is still a
distant dream for women in India Inc.

Inspirational Messages for
Aspiring Entrepreneurs
“Learn from your predecessors
and mentor others if you are
already successful.”
Rama Rao

“Build your resilience, learn to
deal with life on its terms, and
not on your own terms.
Entrepreneurs must learn to be
prepared for success and
failure.”
Anuradha Sharma

“Find a mentor / guide who can
be the support when you fail
and celebrate when you
succeed.”
Radhika Bagai
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More middle-level leaders are likely to take on executive roles, if a company has more favourable
gender diversity practices and policies to address discrimination against women. Kavi says,
“Making it easier for woman to continue working while having families is a step in the right
direction.” For instance, Atul Bhatnagar, then Chief Operating Ofﬁcer at Barclays Kenya, took the
initiative to set up a Lactation Room in the ofﬁce, to enable new mothers to put in a full-days’ work.
Safer and more inclusive workplaces, creches, practices like ‘second innings’ for women who are
returning to work after a maternity break, more ﬂexibility and leadership opportunities for
employees, will help progress to be not just top-down, but also bottom-up.
If we want to see more female founders, we need to have more women in leadership and advisory
roles, especially in start-ups. They would then be in a position to leverage their networks and
mentor young women to succeed.
Two years into the Covid-19 pandemic, the option of work from home is changing the work
dynamics for women employees in India. Work from home and ﬂexible work opportunities will
enable women to deal with one of the most signiﬁcant barriers to their career: family constraints.
Aditi believes that “while women wish to take on leadership roles, it often comes with added
responsibilities, longer hours and travel which means less time with their children. Work from home
options will empower women to take on senior roles at work.”
Support mechanisms in the form of network forums can help women entrepreneurs reach
unimaginable heights of success. Aditi’s business coach helped her achieve work life balance and
also provided her a support structure. “The wonderful network provided through Mums at Work, and
also through Facebook forums such as, Gurgaon Moms, and Senior School Moms”, helped her make
a break-through.
Radhika found that “a network of other entrepreneurs who she could trust, look for support or
information/guidance” was hugely lacking when she started out. “The digital platforms of today
have enabled that hugely” for her. “A mentor / guide who can be the support when you fail and
celebrate when you succeed is invaluable. The power of support groups and networks should not
be underestimated”, she says.
Several successful women entrepreneurs like Radhika, say that they have not faced a gender bias,
“maybe because my family has a lineage of independent women who are valued for their opinion
and decisions.”
Personally, I have also not faced any socio-cultural barriers and biases in my entrepreneurial
journey, or even when I was in a corporate job before that. In September 2019, the Election
Commissioner of India invited us to manage a high proﬁle conference and a multi-crore project, in
Bengaluru with 200+ international delegates from 51 countries. He had recalled our quality work
from 5 years ago, when he was Secretary at Ministry of Skill Development. There was no hesitation
on his part when he was awarding the project to us, or in our ability to manage this project though
it was on a very large scale. The Fulki team once again wowed the Election Commissioner and we
won several repeat projects and referrals from them.
www.fulki.co.in

Aditi on the other hand, had to explain to her family that her career and education were more
important than marriage. “In the Agarwal Buniya community in Kolkata, in my generation girls got
married between the age of 18 to 22. I wanted to do my CA and got a pan India rank in the ﬁrst
exam. Receiving job offers from Batliboi and AF Ferguson at the age of 19, helped my family
understand my calibre. It also gave me conﬁdence to say no to marriage and focus on my career
and education. I eventually married at the age of 32 by which time I had acquired enough
consulting skills at my job to eventually set up my own business.”
I believe that no matter our gender, each one of us has the potential to be a change maker. My
grandmother never owned property, drove a car or ﬁnished school. She didn’t have the
opportunities I had or the freedom I enjoy to pursue a career while also raising children. However
she educated herself and became a doctor of homeopathy and practiced till she died at the ripe
age of 99. So, the desire to express one’s personality and use one’s talents exists. The opportunities
today while more, can certainly be far greater. But the biggest barrier is internal- ambition.
Together we can create a different narrative, that women are accountable to themselves to be the
best they can be; and that society and social structures need to support both men and women to
take the risks necessary to make the most of themselves.
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The Entrepreneur’s Perspective

Jo Agarwal, Co-Inventor Wysa:
In Conversation with Dhruti Shah
Supporting your Mental Health
According to the World Health Organization (WHO),
mental health disorders — which can include
everything from depression to anxiety — and
neurological disorders, such as autism spectrum
disorders, epilepsy, and schizophrenia, affect up to
one in four people around the world at some point in
their lives. And yet, the very mention of mental health
causes weird and pitiful looks, hushed conversations,
and gaped mouths.
Today, however slowly, things are changing.
Entrepreneurs like Jo Aggarwal are attempting to
make people comfortable with this reality by offering
user-centric products. Jo Aggarwal is a co-inventor
of Wysa, an artiﬁcial intelligence-driven chatbot that
helps those in need of mental health support. She is
passionate about disintermediating governments
and corporates, creating efﬁcient permissionless
paths to support those in need. Wysa has reached
new heights and continues to raise the bar.

Dhruti Shah
Associate Director at C2C-OD
She is an author, a leadership coach
and an organizational development
consultant

www.fulki.co.in

What has it been like, to be an entrepreneur?
At a very basic level, the reason why most people want to be entrepreneurs is also one
of the most difﬁcult things about being an entrepreneur - you don't have a boss. There's
nobody to pass the buck to. Nobody to complain to. There's nobody to push against. You
are solely responsible to look for opportunities to grow, doing your own performance
review, and planning your own moves with zero fallbacks. The work of an entrepreneur is
never completed.
In the initial phase, you are in survival mode, then you are busy building and developing
your team followed by sustaining the growth of the company. Another big piece for an
entrepreneur is to take back control of their time. There are multiple matters that will
want your attention, but you need to be able to prioritize if you intend to stay sane
through all the madness that surrounds you.

From ideation to execution to being one of the most talked-about companies
in the mental health space, what has changed?
My vision for Wysa was very clear - I wanted to offer a solution for mental health. A
solid mental health situation meant that someone anywhere in the world, in a
permissionless way, can help themselves when they're in really bad shape. The Why
and What was clear, it was the How that changed over time. Our ﬁrst hypothesis was
that it will help to link physical health and mental health, by alerting the doctors when
somebody was depressed. The patient would get access to community health
support and that of a qualiﬁed clinician, without attaching any stigma to it, because
they're already at the doctor’s clinic. We used artiﬁcial intelligence to identify
depressed patients. Our research revealed that less than one in 30 people would
actually take therapy when the doctor recommended it. There were several other
factors that contributed to a low uptake - the stigma attached to mental health,
ﬁnancial constraints, lack of awareness, and many more. Eventually, the doctor would
end up prescribing them Valium.
But, Valium will not solve problems related to mental health. We then focused on
creating a more user-centric design. For the ﬁrst three years, we had the metrics to
prove it worked, so we kept going. Revenue started coming in much later.
The next step was to scale the model to survive and thrive. By the time COVID-19 hit
us, we had earned our rightful place. We had the product-market ﬁt.

www.fulki.co.in
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How has your mindset shifted as an entrepreneur?
I am now good at calling out my own bullshit. I started practicing radical candor not
only with my team but also with myself. I am an excellent storyteller but I realized that
I have to walk away from the stories that I am so good at telling myself. I need to stop
agreeing with myself and start challenging myself even more.

Based on your experience, what are some of the essential skills for
an entrepreneur?
For a zero to one entrepreneur, one of the most important skills is to be able to hold
everybody's vision of what doesn't exist yet. You need to have the conviction and the
ability to put yourself out there and say, “This is what is going to happen”. Even if
nobody else follows you, just keep going, and eventually, you will gain traction. For
instance, when I was with Infosys in 1994, Mr. Narayan Murthy told us that we will all be
world-class software engineers and be dollar millionaires by the time we were 30.
That was the time when the Indian software industry was coming onto its own.
Infosys had to let go of some of their biggest contracts and took a hit in revenue that
year, but Mr. Murthy had the conviction to sell us his vision.

What is your advice to entrepreneurs who are just getting started?
One of the things which I've come to realize is that we are very resilient, but we fail to
recognize that. Sometimes it’s the pressure of expectations, or just the stories we tell
ourselves. Make your peace with failure and do something that you're willing to fail at.
Become comfortable with failure. A detailed version of this article will be published in
the book written by Dhruti Shah, ‘The Resilient Entrepreneur: Strategies to Set You Up
For Success’ launching in May 2022. Dhruti Shah is the Associate Director at C2C-OD.
She is an author, a leadership coach, and an organizational development consultant.

www.fulki.co.in

The Entrepreneur’s Perspective

The Development of the
NSafe Mask
Dr. Anusuya Roy

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 was a time of much difﬁculty and
uncertainty for everyone in the country. The arrival of a new virus which no one understood
started to exert a damaging strain on our healthcare infrastructure and forced the
government to impose a nationwide lockdown in order to curtail its spread. The timing of
this lockdown also put a spanner in the works for everyone involved with Nanosafe, as the
company was readying the launch of its very ﬁrst product – a copper imbibed
antimicrobial water bottle - in April 2020. As I sat at home and watched the pandemic
unfold, it became clear to everyone that masks were the need of the hour and were likely
to remain so for the near future. However, at that time, there was an acute shortage of N95
masks, and to make matters worse, these masks were single-use and were causing huge
disposal issues. That is when an idea struck me – “Can we not make a cloth-based
antimicrobial and reusable mask”? Having an engineering degree in textile technology
and an added beneﬁt of recently having developed our own antimicrobial technology
gave me the head start I needed. And thus, the idea behind the NSafe mask was
conceived.
The manufacturing of the mask, however, was anything but a straightforward process. The
ﬁrst challenge that we had to overcome was the lockdown itself. This not only made our
www.fulki.co.in
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travel difﬁcult, but also made it hard for us to obtain the fabrics needed to make the mask.
However, with special permission, we were able to procure the right fabrics and outsource
them to where they could be used. In order to make the masks, we also needed to hire tailors
and ﬁnd sewing machines, a process which is normally straightforward but was made
complicated by the lockdown.
The next step was development of prototypes. However, the ﬁrst few designs proved to be
disastrous. The key challenge here was to make comfortable masks which could be worn for
long periods of time without causing discomfort to the wearer. At the same time, the
effectiveness of the mask could not be compromised for a better, more comfortable design.
Around six of us developed and tested over 50 different designs, trying to ﬁnd the right
balance between design and technical functionality. And ﬁnally, after 15 days of constant hard
work, the ﬁnal design of the mask was identiﬁed and NSafe, one of the world’s ﬁrst SARS-CoV-2
neutralizing masks, with the added advantage of being 50 times reusable, was ready to hit the
market.
Given the COVID-19 situation at the time, the demand for the masks was overwhelming. We
received orders not only from all over India but also from other countries such as the USA, UK,
Mexico, UAE and Australia. An indigenously developed solution won trust of people across the
world, it was very encouraging for me. Furthermore, being able to contribute to the nation’s
and the world’s ﬁght against COVID-19 by supplying our antimicrobial masks gives me a great
deal of satisfaction.
Since then, we have developed and produced an extensive range of masks in a variety of
designs and styles for people of all ages and our products have positively impacted the lives
of even more people throughout the country. None of this would have been possible without
the hard work and determination of everyone involved with Nanosafe during the development
of our ﬁrst mask and the experiences and knowledge gained during that time.

About the Author
Dr. Anasuya Roy
Is the Founder and CEO of Nanosafe Solutions, a healthcare technology startup
incubated at IIT Delhi. She completed her M.Tech and PhD studies from IIT Delhi in
2013 and 2019 respectively. She has 15+ publications in peer reviewed journals, 18
conference papers and 4 technology patents ﬁled. She has won the “DMA All India
Women Entrepreneurship
Award 2021” and “WASME SME Excellence Awards 2021” for exhibiting outstanding
leadership skills within the ﬁrst year of incorporation of her company and she is
also a recipient of the Biotechnology Ignition Grant from the industry-research
wing of the Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Government of India.
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A Story of Survival
All of you must have seen a Butterﬂy. How will you
describe it?
Bright, colorful, bubbly, vibrant & most simply - Beautiful.
That is what you are seeing Now, but do you know what
all does a moth undergo to become a beautiful
butterﬂy?
The darkest loneliness, the helplessness, the struggle
inside the cocoon all appear so torturous to the insect at
times that it feels like quitting but never does it Quit.
It ensures all the phases of metamorphosis & emerges
out proudly victorious.
This exactly is what is called a survival Instinct. And
those who persevere, are called survivors.
This too, is a story of a woman entrepreneur who
survived not only business issues or ﬁnancial crunch
ushered in by the Pandemic but also overcame medical
hindrances & nurtured her brand.

Jyoti Kakkar Singh
Chairperson
Strategic Planning Committee, DMA
COO - Trinity Media Solutions
Director - Tazz Media & Sports Pvt. Ltd.
Director - Media Planning
Yantrika's Technologies Pvt. Ltd

A Delhi University alumni, Jyoti Kakkar Singh, worked at
the topmost positions in well known media houses like
HT Media, CL Media, Addictive Media, DreamWorks Media
& Entertainment Pvt. Ltd. In her journalistic career
spanning over a decade & half, she launched
magazines in Education, Vocational training,
Psychometric assessment and Real Estate.
During her stint with CL Media, Jyoti was responsible for
bringing out three monthly magazines, which she
excelled in month after month thereby increasing
subscription numbers & circulatory reach both.
At only 31 years of age, she was handed a responsibility
to manage Editorial, operations, circulation and
subscription of a monthly magazine in Real Estate
sector. She handled all these departments ﬂawlessly
and the churning out time for every edition shrunk
thereby giving her company a leverage of entering into
the Events domain too.
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Things were going really well but God had His own plans.
In Mar. 2014 Jyoti got to know that she was expecting. Even that could not deter her from taking
giant leaps for her magazine. Even during her pregnancy, she always visited clients, cracked
business deals & kept strengthening her company's revenue.
In the middle of Dec. 2014, Jyoti delivered a baby boy and bled profusely thereafter. The doctors
found it really hard to control the bleeding & this resulted in Thrombocytopenia.
Her platelet count died down to an all time low of 5000 only. The doctors believed that she
could die anytime of multiple organ failure but this woman insisted on getting discharged from
the hospital.
In such a scary condition, doctors refused to discharge her as anything could happen to Jyoti
any moment. Her own mother advised her against the discharge but a staunch devotee of Lord
Shiva, Jyoti said she needs to talk to her Lord.
She came home, prayed and a clairvoyance occurred to her. She told her husband to arrange
for fresh wheat grass from the ﬁeld, if possible. Wheat grass was delivered to her home by a
local farmer. She consumed it's juice, as advised by her inner voice.
In 5 days her platelet count touched 40000.
Such is the impact of resilience and faith. An ailing woman who battled even for dear life,
recovered well from that blood loss induced anemia and achieved self dependence in just 4-5
days after being discharged from the hospital.
Her mom got transferred to another city, which meant Jyoti had to manage her newborn & her
elder 7 years old girl all alone with only minimal help from domestic support.
2015-2018 was a bumpy road trip for Jyoti where she kept catching infections and battled them
all but during all this, what she nurtured the most was her ideas. Having overcome an
autoimmune disease(it's a long story of survival - can't shrink it to ﬁt this issue) she prepared an
effective concept note that got accepted by NSDC and under their PMKVY scheme, during a
business conclave, Jyoti was introduced to her current business partner who was there to
attend that ideation seminar.
Her idea to train rural kids in sports through online mode was Unique. It was approved readily by
all the institutions for conducting a pilot.
Veteran Cricketers like Kapil Dev and Chetan Sharma agreed to train the students in sports
academies run by Tazz Media & Sports Pvt. Ltd. in association with Trinity Media Solutions.
Sports events were organised in almost every major city of India and star performers in the K12
or University level were given their due appreciation.
All went well and for their next level Launch Jyoti started preparing VC pitches. She met a few
big shots by Dec. 2019 & Jan. 2020, who were willing to fund this idea & make it reach to next
level. These discussions were going really well & one of the investors approved a hefty
sponsorship for a national corporate tournament.
www.fulki.co.in

Preparations for the tournament were in full swing. Tazz Media was about to host one of its kind
corporate events, but destiny shattered their plan in the form of a nationwide lockdown which
affected all the events planned. Not only that, ab extended work from home mode was adapted
by most of the companies thereby killing all the chances of hosting that event.
But, Jyoti still didn't feel fazed by this unprecedented emergency threat to Public Health. Her
company's events wing staggered a little bit she strengthened her core expertise and started
taking contracts for marketing communication collaterals, corporate communication
By now, her company has worked with reputable clients such as Finstem group, EdCiL India Ltd,
Sector Councils, Delhi Management Association and so on.
Although we could not accomodate her encounter with 2 auto immune diseases and her survival
thereafter, due to lack of space and prior commitments but this abridged version too is capable
enough to express that - a true survivor is one who faces her/his challenges bravely and emerges
out as a winner.

About the Author
Jyoti Kakkar Singh

It takes massive imprudence and a giant degree of self-belief to break one’s cocoon of
corporate comfort and try painting a larger than life canvas of success. For Dr. Jyoti Kakkar
Singh, this is not a philosophy; but a way of life. Her expertise in Media Planning and
Corporate Communication helps her brands gain a competitive edge over their
competition.
Jyoti has over 2 decades of experience in writing, editing & media management. She has
worked with some of the biggest names in the industry (full time as well as a consultant)
including Hindustan Times, CL Media, Amar Ujala, Shakti TV, Bajaj Capital, Sharegurukul,
National Dunia, DreamWorks Media & many more.
A journalist by education & Experience, she has handled monthly publications with
immaculate ease alongside managing circulation, subscription & even Ad sales for her
magazines.
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There is No Limit to What We,
as Women, Can Accomplish
There seem to be several challenges that do not allow women to
blossom completely and accomplish what they would like to. As
an individual in the 21st century, women should reafﬁrm to
themselves that times have changed, and they have the same
opportunities and challenges as men.
To empower women in India, one needs to make them aware of
the tremendous value they can add towards economic growth
and development of country. There are several reasons that
prevent women from undertaking the journey towards growth
and success as an entrepreneur.
One is the effort to balance work and family, manage the
prevailing social and cultural gender-based inequalities and
biases. Due to a lack of focus on career aspirations, Indian women
do not focus on their career objectives in the same manner as
they do towards their family and personal lives. Despite having
excellent entrepreneurial abilities, they do not try to excel, and this
creates a problem while promoting budding women
entrepreneurs.
It would help if all the women who have successfully set up their
enterprise could act as advisors and mentors. The advice taken
from these successful entrepreneurs would prove beneﬁcial for
the emerging women entrepreneurs. It would result in better
involvement and contribution of women entrepreneurs to the
economy.

Neha Tiwari
CEO
Kore Security

Neha Tiwari is an
entrepreneur, a wife, and a
mother of 2 kids. An alumnus
of Banasthali Vidyapith, she
runs a security services
business, with clients across
government and private
organizations. She has a
special focus for employment
opportunities and
empowerment for women in
her company.

The second factor that can help is education. It can play a crucial
role in promoting women entrepreneurship. This can be achieved
by designing course curriculum that will impart basic knowledge
along with its practical implications, regarding setting up of an
enterprise.
As a society all of us should ensure change in the traditional
attitudes and mindsets of people in society towards women. We
need to show an equal amount of respect to women’s
achievements, ensure ethical treatment of women, and allow
them to live with dignity. When a woman is given an opportunity
to thrive, and there is full appreciation for her talent and potential,
society as a whole gets beneﬁtted.
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A CXO’s Perspective
Women make up for 13.76 percent of entrepreneurs in India, &
own 20.37 percent of MSMEs1
The reasons most researchers cite are access to ﬁnance,
gender bias, restrictions on mobility & social norms2.

What can be done at an individual level /
institutional level by the government, to reduce
these inequalities?

https://www.forbesindia.com/article/news-by-numbers/women-make-up-for-1376-percent-ofentrepreneurs-in-india-own-2037-percent-of-msmes/71731/1#:~:text=percent%20of%20MSMEs
,Women%20make%20up%20for%2013.76%20percent%20of%20entrepreneurs%20in,own%2020.37%20percent%20
of%20MSMEs

1

https://www.indiaspend.com/women/women-run-fewer-than-13-of-indias-small-businesses-heres-why731610
2
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The MSME sector has 30 per cent contribution to GDP, but only 20
per cent businesses are led by women. There is a huge gender
gap in MSMEs entrepreneurial activity throughout the country.
Gender Parity Report published by McKinsey in 2018 noted that if
India is able to address gender inequality, it could add about
$770 Billion to the GDP, which is 18 per cent higher than now.
Though efforts are being made to address gender inequality in
all its forms, yet with the onset of COVID pandemic, it was the
women workforce, who had to bear the brunt of the lockdown
and other consequences of the pandemic, putting them to
further disadvantage.
Lack of appropriate education and awareness about the
business world, ﬁnancial inequality, social barriers, immobility,
domestic duties and poor freedom of choice and decision
making keep most of the women away from business activities,
which gets exacerbated by unforeseen situations like COVID.
Harnessing the full potential of women entrepreneurs can
promote innovation, economic growth, and job creation. For a
systematic increase of women participation in entrepreneurial
ventures, government needs to address ﬁve factors, while taking
an institutional approach. First is to provide equal access to
education and encourage women to use their acquired skills by
joining the workforce while framing conducive policies and
framework. Second, awareness about unconscious biases and
how they disadvantage women entrepreneurs needs to be
raised. Third, women entrepreneurs in India need better access
to ﬁnance and networking. Organizations such as NITI Aayog’s
Women Entrepreneurship Platform, Catalyst for Women
Entrepreneurship, and the accelerator for women in tech
initiated by Zone Startups India, provide dedicated support for
women entrepreneurs. Fourth, more inclusive, nondiscriminatory, and safe work environments are needed to help
retain qualiﬁed women, especially in the tech sector. Fifth,
women entrepreneurs need more support from their families
and social circles to pursue their entrepreneurial ambitions.

Neelam Gupta

Chairperson
CSR & Sustainability Committee
DMA
&
President & CEO
AROH Foundation

Perceptions, created over the decades, build up psychological
barriers in women’s entrepreneurial intentions. Even when the
government’s actions try to reduce the real gap, the perceptions
persist for a longer period. Consequently, even when there are
concrete policies to reduce the gender gap, if perceptions do
not change, women’s interest in entrepreneurship will not
increase.
While as Individuals, overcoming barriers in their entrepreneurial
dreams, is a matter of grit and passion of individual women
themselves, tackling structural frameworks and factors in the
external environment, which women have limited control over,
should be looked into to make it advantageous for women.
www.fulki.co.in
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Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar said “I measure the progress of a
community by the degree of progress which women have
achieved“
Women entrepreneurs are a signiﬁcant part of the global
sustained economic development and social progress. They are
fast becoming a force to reckon with in the business world and
are contributing to a great extent to the social transformation and
many women are venturing into areas traditionally dominated by
men.
Due to economic progress, better access to education,
urbanization, spread of liberal and democratic culture and
recognition by society, there has been a spurt in women
entrepreneurship in India. Special incentives and drives have
been created in India to bolster the growth of women
entrepreneurs. Schemes like Startup India and Standup India also
promote entrepreneurial drive amongst women. NITI Aayog has
launched a Women Entrepreneurship Platform (WEP) for providing
an ecosystem for budding & existing women entrepreneurs
across the country.
The Central and State Governments have started several
development and training programmes particularly for women so
as to enable them to become entrepreneurs. Such training and
development programmes provide all types of facilities to women
to start their business independently.

Chavvii Prabakar

Chairperson
Finance Committee, DMA
Founder & CEO
Global Indian Solutions

Employment gives status and economic independence to women
leading to an empowered woman. Education is a must for women
to achieve ﬁnancial independence.Financial independence and
decision making gives women power to transform themselves
into leaders and entrepreneurs. Women can then provide jobs, be
mentors and role models for other budding leaders.
With growing awareness about business and spread of education,
women have started shifting from 3Ps (paapad, pickles & powder)
to 3Es (engineering, electronics and energy) !!
Facilities that need to be made more robust for empowering
women entrepreneurs are ﬁnancial assistance & schemes to
make funds easily available, encouraging innovative thinking,
support and cooperation of the family, skill development &
trainings, network of contacts, forums for interacting, sharing &
enhancing knowledge, recognition & rewards.
Areas that need to be addressed are implementation of stringent
laws for inclusiveness, diversity, equal remuneration etc. Also,
providing a safe ecosystem for women like water and sanitation
at workplace, creches, working women’s hostels, transport
services, security.
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Sheryl Sandberg once said “You will be deﬁned not just by
what you achieve, but by how you survive.” An ‘honest-togoodness’ quote, true for women entrepreneurs! Struggles are
more or less the same, only the intensity and speciﬁcity of the
bias/inequalities vary. Equality is the soul of liberty; there is, in
fact, no liberty without it.
At individual level, to beat these inequalities,
1.

Find a support system as it’s quite lonely and frustrating at
times! Listen to podcasts, read books, connect with people
across geographical boundaries whose stories inspire you.
Afterall, we all have days when we need inspiration.

2. Try to achieve work–life balance through schedules and
systems.
3. Establish a self-assured ﬁrst impression as women often
are not recognized as serious entrepreneurs.
4. Don’t entertain unsolicited advice. Your energy is limited
and you are here doing it for yourself.
5. Don’t have crazy expectations from yourself as this leads
to sense of inadequacy most of the time. Make a to-do-list
everyday and prioritize. Its helps in easing out the guilt of
not doing enough.

Sanchita Gairola Mishra
Co – Founder and Director
VMC Management
Consulting Pvt. Ltd and
Cetizion Veriﬁca Pvt. Ltd

6. Overcome self-doubts by digging deep and identifying the
source of your insecurities. Remember, these are biggest
barriers to your success.
At institutional or government level, the objective should be to
remove inﬂuences that affect motivations and intentions, also
correct market failures that constrain women’s
entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurs are strongly inﬂuenced by role models and
social context. It hence is necessary to promote women
entrepreneurs as role models and ensure that the education
system is gender-neutral along-with increasing access to
entrepreneurship skills programs on wider scale. Then comes
help in tackling the cash ﬂow by increasing access to
funds/loans. These can be building blocks for tackling
inequalities. There can be steps to deliver support through
women-only business incubators. Improving access to risk
capital by forming women’s venture capital funds led by
women and speciﬁcally directed at investment in womenowned enterprises may prove to be a huge step.
If you are right there in the battle ﬁeld, pull up your socks, get
ready and go for the kill.
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Though I have applied Anthropology in varied vocational
settings, am still a purist at heart. I ﬁrmly regard the Family
as the fundamental unit of most socio-cultural dynamics.
Any meaningful and sustainable reduction of inequality has
to begin in every family by every member to consciously
enhance dignity of womanhood. At the Institutional level, this
can be expressed by designing and implementing processes
that encourage collaboration and participation in every
aspect of the enterprise. Years of working with people in
several geographies has ﬁrmed up my belief that
competency is the best equaliser. High level of competency
enhances conﬁdence which, in turn, encourages
collaboration. People oriented governance is not only about
empowerment that comes with concessions and sops to
women. True empowerment happens when the Government
has programs, policies, banking, taxation and legal system
that let women feel assured in taking risks that come with
out-of-box thinking, speaking up and taking self
development initiatives. In rural settings, this means new and
innovative ways of earning livelihood, enhancing legacy
trades and facilitating go-to-market. In urban settings, we
need continuing education programs for both Life & Career
enhancement of Women. More than the ingenuity of PR talk
and events that are beyond ritualistic celebration, NGOs and
NFP organizations can offer solutions and services that
facilitate managing both ‘home and work’. Once family
members have ease in their own daily life, Women shall get
into and stay in mainstream of social organization and
nation building activities thereby truly enhancing the dignity
of Women.

Dr. Rajan Johri

Head LeadWynn
Chairperson, Skill
Development Committee
at the Delhi Management
Association
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In current times it’s becoming imperative for every organisation
or even a government /social institution to recruit a balance
mix of genders - be it men, women or transgender. We have
enough data to substantiate that men and women think very
differently. To encourage people to think out of box or do things
differently or even connect, we need to have a heterogeneous
mix enabling the organisation to create an invigorate and
healthy environment. Every organisation must have a
mandatory ratio which should lead towards a balance of 50:50
in phased manner and if they aren’t able to do so due to
constrained, narrow-minded approach then it is surely the
responsibility of Government to encourage or mandate the
workplaces to give a fair and equal opportunity to all.
Enterprises in Developed countries have adapted to the model
of increasing the percentage of female recruits year on year
and have seen visible results of same. Developing nations must
follow such statistical case studies to be able to move in right
direction. It’s not to say don’t recruit men but to have faith that
each individual irrespective of gender should be taken on merit
and potential of contributing to organisation.

Prerna Singh

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Confectionery
Seville Products Ltd.
IFFCO

Women certainly bring in an attitudinal change, an empathetic
environment and a warm space for increasing emotional bond
among team members.
Key to an organisation’s success is commitment of its workers
and close co-ordination of functions to work towards creating a
Eureka spark and I ﬁrmly believe this can be achieved if we give
and allow equal opportunity to all to express.
Parallel to it, men need to break barriers and encourage
stronger communication, leading to bonding of teams and
increase productivity, making each member a goal-oriented
asset.
Delhi Government or any other state Government should be
able to statistically compare the organisations with equal
gender versus male
Skewed organisations and make it mandatory to start with for
effective implementation.
A win-win situation for all stakeholders if executed well.
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Book Review

My Life in Full by Indra Nooyi:
A Book Review
‘My life in full' is a beautiful autobiography of an iconic
Global business leader, visionary thinker, daughter of
two countries, and a quintessential South Indian
Brahmin girl at heart.
The picture you see is a painting of
Indra Nooyi. In November 2019, a year
after she retired as CEO of PepsiCo,
she was inducted, along with Amazon
Chairman Jeff Bezos, into the national
portrait gallery of the Smithsonian
Institution, one of the hallowed
cultural and heritage institutions in
the US. A very rare honor for an Indian
American. This portrait was painted
by John Freeman. Behind Indra, there is a picture of her parents,
a picture of her husband and kids, a picture of a PepsiCo annual
report, and a souvenir from her alma mater – a Yale University
hat. The four most important things in her life.
Unlike ﬁction, we don’t have to worry about spoiler alerts when
writing about autobiographies, especially, if the person in
question is as iconic, popular, and so well known as Indra Nooyi,
the ex-chairman, and CEO of PepsiCo. She has just published
her autobiography. Generally, I refrain from
buying a book the day it is released. In the
past few years, I recall doing so only once,
and that was last year when the ﬁrst volume
of Barack Obama’s autobiography “The
promised land” came out in November. Indra
Nooyi’s personal memoir is the second such
buy. Amazon delivered the book last Friday
evening. I came home after my swim, and
picked the package near the door, opened it
to take a quick peek at the cover. It had an

Balasubramaniam
Heads - Technical Center
of Excellence, NIIT
Alpharetta, Georgia
United States

Bala is based out of Atlanta,
USA and heads the Technical
center of excellence for NIIT.
He specializes in Data
sciences. He is a passionate
technical evangelist and
mentor who strongly believes
that along with necessary job
skills, it is equally important to
have an open and curious
mind about the world around
us. He regularly writes for his
blog streamsofthought.net
which covers a wide
spectrum of topics ranging
from books, movies, software
and proﬁles.
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impressive photo of Indra, dressed in a black outﬁt, looking half her age, and sporting her
trademark beaming smile. I continued to read a few paragraphs from the introduction
without even bothering to sit down. I instinctively knew this was going to be an engaging
read. I quickly jumped into the shower, warmed up a decent dinner, and curled into my
recliner with the book at around 10 PM, hoping to ﬁnish at least a
few chapters, if not more. That was not how it turned out to be.
In a marathon reading stretch of six hours, I ﬁnished the whole
The book is more
book at 4 AM. I couldn’t believe that I hadn’t moved from my
about her steady
sitting position, except perhaps once or twice for a sip of water.
growth to freedom
The book was clearly “unputdownable” — pardon me for this
and responsibilities in
clichéd word of praise, but that’s what it was. When I closed the
a business world that
book, rubbed my eyes, a clear essential picture of Indra’s
is predominantly
phenomenal life story emerged. In clear, succinct prose, written
male driven. It is a
in collaboration with a writing partner, she managed to bring
story of curiosity, grit,
out the core aspects of her growth, education, and upbringing,
and the forces that molded her into what she eventually
perseverance, and
became. I have read somewhere that “an autobiography is
willingness to listen
usually honest, but never truthful”. I cannot agree more; but
and learn.
Indra’s autobiography ‘Life in full’, is an exception; in this volume,
there is an irresistible blend of honesty and truthfulness ﬂowing
from each page, giving the book a rare authenticity among similar memoirs, that are often
vindictive, superﬁcial, or full of self-praise.
For long, I have been a great admirer of Indra Nooyi for what she has become and achieved
in the last few decades. Her entire life has been a journey of learning, growing, and
ﬂowering, reaching its crescendo in 2006. For twelve long years, between 2006 and 2018, the
longest tenure of any CEO at PepsiCo, Indra held and steered the gargantuan business ship,
one of the largest and most widely recognized brands in the world. Responsible for the
welfare of a quarter-million employees, managed revenues upwards of 65 billion dollars
and changed the very perception of how a food & beverage industry should function,
Indra’s performance, her uncomplicated demeanor, astounding candor, inner strength,
well-thought-out views, and initiatives on gender equality and family care, has left an
indelible mark on the business landscape across the globe, especially in corporate
America, which traditionally has been a bastion of male leaders. I was surprised, that she
had written a memoir only 300 pages long. For a life as distinguished as hers, it should have
been longer. But then you realize, her autobiography reﬂects the kind of lady she is: always
grounded and clear about what is important and what is not. Her memoir is not one long
list of corporate achievements, or business intrigues, except a few, that are essential and
crucial to understanding her work. The book is more about her steady growth to freedom
and responsibilities in a business world that is predominantly male driven. It is a story of
curiosity, grit, perseverance, and willingness to listen and learn.
www.fulki.co.in

In the ﬁrst ﬁfty pages of the book, Indra sketches a beautiful picture of her childhood in
Chennai. It is a typical brahmin household, and I could relate to most of it: A comfortable
home in a predominant brahmin locality, the sweltering heat of Chennai summers, the
constant buzz of family and people around, the inevitable gossip, the nonchalant
discipline, the emotional scaffolding and the unassuming love that is ever-present,
memories of the cozy dinners eaten directly from the mother’s hand, the strict rules of
do’s and don’ts impartially applied to all children, the constant presence of siblings, the
intense focus on learning and books, and many more such nuances of daily life. Indra
particularly remembers her grandfather, her well-wisher,
and source of strength. It was him who encouraged both
“What you are at the
Indra and her sister Chandrika to open their wings and
ofﬁce, you will leave
dream big. Those initial seeds are important. Indra lists her
at the garage, when
grandfather (Thaatha) in the list of dedications on the front
you come home, you
page. Throughout the book, Indra never forgets the
are a wife, mother,
numerous instances of grace, support, mentorship, and
and a daughter”
direction she received from both within the family and at
work. Her managers have always supported her,
sometimes going out of the way. She recalls with emotion
how two male managers from Mettur Beardsell, a textile company that gave her the ﬁrst
break after her MBA at IIM, were so thoughtful and kind to bring her tea and breakfast as
she stood in the long line to get a visa token at the US embassy in Chennai, much to the
amazement of others in the line. Those days (even today, perhaps) standing in those long
queues was a nightly ritual, for anyone seeking a US visa. At every step in Indra’s growth,
there are managers and friends who have given her the necessary counsel, strength, and
courage. But Indra’s singular strength has been her willingness to listen and apply her
intelligence to the situation at hand. Without this beautiful quality, no help could have
been of any consequence.
The anchor in Indra’s life is her mom. She remembers the day in 2005 when she went
home to announce she had become the President of PepsiCo, the second top position in
the company. Her Mom stopped Indra midway through her excitement and sent her to
the grocery store to buy milk. An irritated and fuming, Indra, did what was asked, but later
confronted her mom for being so insensitive to her achievement. Her mom’s spontaneous
response reverberated and became the touchstone of Indra’s professional life for a long
time: “What you are at the ofﬁce, you will leave at the garage, when you come home, you
are a wife, mother, and a daughter”. It was only after Indra’s retirement, in 2019, and
watching her daughter courted by Presidents and prime minister’s, her mom one day
quietly came into Indra’s room, and said: “you know what, you are better off helping the
world. Don’t worry about home”. To Indra, that completed a circle — a sign of approval
and acknowledgment from the woman she loved, admired, and respected the most.
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As CEO, Indra’s business achievements with PepsiCo are legendary and widely known. The
mergers, the acquisitions, the disinvestments, the redeﬁnition of the corporate motto from
mere performance to “performance with a purpose”, the realignment of snack portfolio
towards more nutritional and safer alternatives, the initiatives on diversity and equality,
the complete overhaul of the IT systems, and many more have helped PepsiCo virtually
reinvent itself in the new millennium. But underlying all these achievements were a few
core values that Indra passionately believed in. First, she was a people person and
refused to consider employees merely as resources to a proﬁtable end. The word
resource itself is demeaning because it indicates that the person is a dispensable cog in
the wheel and not a real person. She believed that every employee should be able to
bring their whole selves to work, and not just a disgruntled, half-attentive professional self.
This is especially true for women, who often must juggle between motherhood, family, and
work, and sacriﬁce work to balance out the other two. Indra focused her employee
initiatives at PepsiCo on removing the barriers between different compartments in life.
She succeeded to a large extent. Indra, herself, was a beneﬁciary of such generous
corporate support during crucial times in her life. When her father was ill and dying in
Chennai, the company gave her six months of paid time to nurture her father, a gesture
she remembers with gratitude and deep respect because it not only saved her career but
also gave her the freedom and personal satisfaction of having taken care of her father,
which was supremely important to her sense of well-being.
Secondly, Indra believed that for any initiative to succeed, one
must have emotional buy-in from the stakeholders. And this is
The word resource
applicable to everything and everyone. If an employee initiative is
itself is demeaning
to succeed, it must touch the emotional core of the employees
because it indicates
ﬁrst and only then be scaffolded by policies and rules. If the
that the person is a
former is not present, then no amount of the latter will work out as
planned. When Indra rethought PepsiCo’s goal to become
dispensable cog in
Performance with Purpose (PwP), she had a tough time
the wheel and not a
convincing different stakeholders of the company on why she
real person.
believed that such an emotional investment in purpose is the way
forward for a company of PepsiCo’s size and reach. PwP was an
emotional commitment as far as the ﬁnancial stakeholders were
concerned, and it was Indra’s prerogative to show them that without such a commitment,
future proﬁtability will be at stake. Initially, there was tremendous pushback, but slowly, as
she describes in the book, her own passion for the idea, value systems, and pitch-perfect
articulation of the why and what of PwP, turned the wheels of the massive PepsiCo
juggernaut rolling towards this new goal. Once the emotions were managed, the rest
happened. This is an important CEO lesson and to all of us, who wish to bring about
change in some manner.
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Thirdly, stemming from her focus on work-life balance mentioned above, Indra believed
that a company’s success is closely tied with the success of the society in which it does its
business. If the environment is polluted, if hygiene and nutrition are sacriﬁced, if people
don’t get to engage more with the family and kids, then it is essentially a No-Win situation
for all. Therefore, Indra’s business decisions, though focused on the proﬁts and
shareholder stakes, were always driven by the greater good of society, exempliﬁed by the
motto — Performance with a Purpose. she created a new position within PepsiCo called
the Chief Scientiﬁc Ofﬁcer to discover ways of bringing down the content of salt, sugar,
and other ingredients which is proven to have deleterious effects on health. She scouted
for the right person to lead this effort and found Dr.
Mehmood khan, who was then leading the R&D effort for a
PepsiCo had snack
Japanese Pharma company, to head it. Dr. Khan’s charter
and Beverage
was to retain the same great taste that consumers have
contracts with over
come to expect out of PepsiCo’s products but ﬁnd means
to reduce or substitute the ingredients which can cause
thirty-four hundred
potential harm. This was a bold initiative, especially since
Bowling centers, a
the company was good well and had no compelling
big deal indeed. But
reason to change focus, but Indra went ahead with it
Indra knew nothing
nonetheless. It proved to be a turning point in PepsiCo’s
about bowling.
history. The reinvention of healthy snacks proved to be a
game-changer, the consumer base increased, and proﬁts
soared. No one else before Indra’s time had the vision and
the drive to do this. Dr. Khan brought in the necessary innovations, and Indra was able to
realize her vision of creating a healthier PepsiCo.
The fourth aspect of Indra’s core principles is the focus on continuous learning. There is a
wonderful anecdote that illustrates this quality. During her tenure as CEO, Indra was once
invited to address a trade expo organized by the Bowling proprietor’s association of
America. PepsiCo had snack and Beverage contracts with over thirty-four hundred
Bowling centers, a big deal indeed. But Indra knew nothing about bowling. During the next
two weeks, she went out bowling a few times, read about the game, talked to staff and
players — all this to get a good sense of what moves the group she was about to address.
At her level, she could have just walked up to the podium and made some perfunctory
remarks on the good Pepsi’s association with the bowling centers, and so on and got
away with the speech; but no, she put in the learning effort to understand the domain,
before, she could honestly and efﬁciently speak in front of a bowling audience. This
commitment to continuous learning is vital for everyone. Furthermore, each day she went
to work at the headquarters, or during travel, Indra would carry two or three bags full of
reading material, things that she needs to review, read, or catch up on. There was a
running joke in PepsiCo that Indra was “Bag lady”. Rarely would she travel without bags
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full of material to read and think about? She demonstrated that learning never stops, no
matter what level you reach. From her ﬁrst job at Beardsell, through Motorola, ABB, and
then to PepsiCo, she never took the role for granted. At each step, she learned about the
industry in-depth, often spending weeks talking to ground-level engineers, asking
questions, making notes, and employing experts to teach her the science behind the
products she was dealing with. Knowledge is power in business, the more hands-on one
is, the better grasp of where the business is heading.
When I closed the book, I felt a sense of deep satisfaction and pride in Indra’s
achievements, as though someone in my family has achieved all this. I realized that her
journey, as an Indian, as a young girl from a conservative south Indian brahmin family,
and the story of the path to learning, freedom, success, and fulﬁllment, isn’t just about
timing or luck. It was more about the ability to harness her tremendous self-conﬁdence,
determination, and drive combined with an open mind, willingness to listen, and a
generous heart, that led to where she is today. And of course, there was this mysterious
quality in Indra that everyone who mentored her sensed, liked, and supported. Perhaps, it
was her honesty, work ethic, curiosity; or her passion, and commitment to everything she
did; or her unassuming and unpretentious demeanor; or her vision; we don’t know what
exactly it was, but it was there, that elusive quality of excellence and trust which
distinguishes the best from the rest. No school or education can tap that potential, it must
ﬂower from within — one’s individuality, as we call it. What is even more surprising is that
most of her mentors were men in power. Indra unconditionally acknowledges her
gratitude to all the men who mentored her at the right time. There is not a trace of
bitterness in her writing. Indra has absorbed and learned from everything life has had to
offer. If at all there is any regret, it is not spending as much time as she would have liked
with her two daughters Preeta and Tara, and husband — Raj Nooyi, of whom she writes
with immense respect and love. But then, she is wise to realize that you cannot lead a 65billion-dollar company and remain a mother twenty-four hours a day. Indra is retired
now, but her days are still full of positive work. She is on the board of Amazon and few
other companies; she works with federal and state governments on various initiatives,
and she is the only female member of the ICC (International cricket council) – which is a
game she loves and has played in her youth. And what’s more, she still sings the songs of
the Beatles. It is a whole and full life.
I highly recommend this autobiography to everyone, especially youngsters. It is a book one
can gift. Indra Nooyi’s life is a story that is at once elevating and grounded, and it vindicates
the virtues of hard work, focus, and persistence with a touch of luck, not as a factor to be
relied upon, but as a benediction that comes unasked like a spring breeze to wipe the sweat
of our brows after having exercised our whole being in the effort at hand.
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Challenges Women
Entrepreneurs Face
Conversations with women entrepreneurs

Mental /Emotional Challenges
Nothing comes in a golden plate than learning it the hard way
says one Social Entrepreneur of Madhubhani Art. According to
her people are more inclined and inﬂuenced towards the
western culture. The knowledge and support are moving
away from the artisans. But she chooses to grow stronger
towards her journey. Sustainability has been another
challenge during the lock down. She decided to re-strategize
and took up the cause on social media.
Perfectionism coming in the way while taking the baby steps
towards their businesses. Rather prioritize progress over
perfection. Striving for total perfection can stiﬂe productivity.
Owning my accomplishments - we are only allowed to own
our failures, not accomplishments. Unwillingness to embrace
failures, learn and move on.
Experiencing emotional turmoil from within related to money.
She was doing free programs for Rotary and Lions club and
friends. Got lot of appreciation but was not able to monetize it
found it extremely difﬁcult asking for money.

Maria Pontes
Arfeen Khan Certiﬁed
Career Coach & Author of
book “Realms of Dreams”.
Worked in the corporate
world for 40 years (retired
from NIIT after 39 yrs
(handled Secretarial & HR
functions).

There were moments where she prayed that money discussion
should never come up. Labelling herself as a ﬁnancial fool
because that is what her friend told her.
Transition from employee to entrepreneur mindset: A retired
teacher good at writing text books and a corporate trainer,
She carried her employee mindset of just serving and the
salary will come in the account on the ﬁxed day like it
happened for so many years at school, which was not so any
more. It took time to realise that she was stepping into the
space of being an entrepreneur from being an employee.
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Business Related Challenges
Lack of skills as self-education to grow is not into main stream. It is ignored by a lot of people.
Skills such as Creating a Personal & Product Branding, Marketing (how to show casing the
product, pricing the product and making an offer on her product such that others will want to
buy. Negotiating and getting the value of the services.
Competition – Some clients, when they do want pay more, they will start criticizing the product
thereby forcing them to sell it at a lower cost.
Lack of Innovation
Fomo (fear of missing out)
Funding the business with limited resource at the beginning of the startup
Choosing the amount of time to dedicate
Practical problems if tech know how
One man (or woma J) show, if wanting to take a break
Stopping, starting, stopping, starting, phase
Looking for more income but end up putting in more time

Technology Updates/ Upgrades
Lack of social media knowledge of running the business online and making her presence on
social media to ﬁnding the right client avatar.
Loosing internet when challenges come

Societal Challenges
Lack of support from parents or in-laws: Marriage and relocation from one city to another, to
continue their entrepreneurship journey is a challenge. She has to strike a ﬁne balance between
her business and family. Total involvement in family leaves little or no energy and time to devote
for business.
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Struggle to be taken Seriously. Negative comments. Earning respect is also a struggle.
Getting acknowledgement is a struggle - All due to male dominated society. They cannot
accept a female can be equal or even better than them.
Taking more time than male counterparts to gain trust and recognition. Especially if you
going to make deals with men.
Men have a big ego problem taking instructions from women
Being gender biased in attitude, criticism (if they want to get goods at lower rates) and
sometimes even passively threatened in emergency handling. Most responses are
sarcastically appreciated than genuine.

High Expectation From Others
Keeping
Everyone Happy

Multitasking

Time management.

Work Related Travel &
Leaving Family Behind.

Feeling exhausted mentally
and at times physically.
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Enterprise of My Life!
One of the key topics brought to the coaching sessions, especially
by women entrepreneurs is the ‘Whole life balance’. Some like to
call it a work life balance. I personally prefer to address it as
‘Whole life’.
Reﬂect on these questions to ﬁnd out why. Where do we spend
most of our time in life? Working! Correct.

Pooja Dawra
Director, Leadership Coach,
PCC ICF, TPC
Leadership Private Limited

Academic research has proved that healthy human beings on
an average spend 1/3 of their life at work, 1/3 we spend sleeping
and the rest is where everything else happens.
How important is this everything else? Fairly important! Correct.

Pooja Dawra is an ICF certiﬁed
life and leadership coach. She
is the Director, TPC Leadership
Pvt. Ltd., and President of the
WICCI Coaching Council,
Haryana.

So, let me ask you, when did you last pause and scan your
whole life?
Was your life a ‘dream enterprise’? Just like your ‘business
enterprise’.
• What all would you do to help it grow, expand, and set it up for
success?
• What does your highest best life look like to you?
Pause and reﬂect:
“Is this my highest best life?”
“Am I moving closer to it?”
“Am I who I need to be to to get there?”
“What choices am I making?”
www.fulki.co.in

Inviting you to reﬂect on the image below
and draw a similar tree on a piece of paper
with lots of space to reﬂect and answer the
questions:

• What would it feel like living to your highest
potential?
• What all have you tried so far?
• What’s the real challenge?
• What can you do that’s in your control?
• What are some of the weeds (the nonserving beliefs) that are hampering the
growth of this wonderful enterprise of my life?
• What are the beliefs that have nourished you
to come this far?
• What beliefs can support this tree to bloom
and ﬂourish further?
• What’s that one step you can take that would
take you closer to the desired state?
• What would support you on this journey?
• What truly is your life-giving force?

If this is a tree representing the enterprise of
your life. What would the important branches
of your life be? Label each branch with the
key areas of your life.
e.g.: Spiritual, Self-Love, Health, Career,
Relationships, Social, Financial etc
Let’s take a closer look at the tree of your life.
On a scale of 0-5 score how healthy each
branch is?
• Are there any surprises for you?
• How do you currently spend time in these
areas?
• What does the desired state look like?
• What are the interferences? Inner and
Outer?
• What’s one thing that you can control?
• What can you inﬂuence and change?
• What do you need to accept in order to let
go and move on?

• Who you truly are?
• How important is it for you to get to your
highest best potential?
• Who else will be impacted by this pleasant
shift in you?
• One action you are committing to take in the
next 24 hours?
• I invite you to imagine that you have
successfully overcome the limiting beliefs
and you are living your highest best life.
• Close your eyes, take a deep breath in and
out. Repeat a few times and see how does it
feel to live at your highest best potential?
• What one advice would this highest self of
yours give you in this moment to strike the
balance?
I wish you a healthy, abundant, joyful and
wholesome life ahead.
Gratitude,
Life and Leadership Coach Pooja Dawra, ICF
PCC
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Become a DMA Life Member!

Avail the exclusive
advantage of
operating
from home as a
management
professional
as per the
Government of
India vide Gazette
notiﬁcation.
Additionally,
leverage the
beneﬁts to work
and network from
the DMA ofﬁce at
the India Habitat
Centre.

Become a
Member
https://dmadelhi.org/join-us/

(+91) – 011- 24649552

info@dmadelhi.org
www.fulki.co.in
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DMA Biz Champs Contest
The DMA Biz Champs Contest on the 15th of January 2022 organized by Delhi Management
Association (DMA), powered by LearnBiz Simulations was a virtual contest with over 30 teams
participating in the event across corporates and students.
Conceptualized by Dr Yogesh Misra, President DMA and Dr Maninder Khalsa Chairperson Special
Projects DMA with the team at LearnBiz, the contest gave participants an opportunity to discover
their leadership and decision-making capabilities, while competing against other teams to
achieve business goals - all in a simulated environment closely modelled on the real world.
Participants needed to prove their mettle by increasing shareholder value for their ﬁrms, while
working together a s a team of CXO’s. Clubbed with this was the challenge of being able to
communicate and interact with the jury as a top C- suite Executive sharing their business results
answering to the Board.
The esteemed Jury included Mr Amitabh Bhatnagar - COO - India Ahead News, Dr Faisal Nadeem
Saiyed – Senior Director – APAC Team at Expedia Group, and Mr Raja Raman – Vice President
Technology - Sapient. The event was facilitated by Dr Maninder Khalsa and Roopa Gajwani. Mr.
Amit Kumar Arya, Hon. Secretary DMA proposed the vote of thanks.
The event was sponsored by Power Finance Corporation and Benepik
In the words of the participants – the contest was all in all an exciting opportunity to learn, play
around as C- Suite Executives, reﬂect and experience business decision making.

Picture in Action! Some of the teams captured with the Jury
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DMA 2.0 Vision blended with vision of
India Ahead!
Delhi Management Association (DMA) signed a strategic MOU with India Ahead TV at its Studio in
Noida.
Delhi Management Association (DMA), the oldest management association in India. For the last
65 years, it has been at the forefront of management excellence by conducting training
programs, seminars, conferences, industrial visits, publishing white papers, research papers and
doing consulting for its members.
India Ahead is an English TV channel with its heart in the south and eyes across India. It is India's
ﬁrst and only Digital First TV news operations.
Dr. Yogesh Misra, President- DMA and Vice President Thomas Assessments stated that this
strategic tie up was important step in re–imagining DMA’s offerings with infusion of digital–ﬁrst
DNA, making membership appealing and beneﬁcial for management professionals, as well as
the corporates. Mr. Amit Kumar Arya, Hon. Secretary stated that the DMA 2.0 vision blended with
the vison of India Ahead.
Mr. Amitabh Bhatnagar, Group COO of India Ahead stated that he was excited to have tie-up with
a 65-year-old legacy organisation having distinguished members from Industry, government,
academics and management and strong Industry connect. He saw lot of synergies in terms of
effectively addressing the gaps in employee employer and various stakeholder expectations in
the fast-changing business environment.
From DMA side Mr. Rakesh Sharma Former president and Ms. Suchi Gupta Co-Chairman DMA IT
Committee and MC member were present, while Sudip Mukhiya Group President and Priyanka
Mitra Head Marketing were present from India Ahead Tv.

A new Beginning!
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सं

रण

Lessons from Life Experiences

Delhi Management Association collaborated with DTU-DCE Fraternity Forum and started a new
series “सं रण - Lessons from Life Experiences” (Sansmaran).
The ﬁrst session was conducted on Saturday, 26th February 2022 at 6:30 PM.
Arun Jain CMD, Intellect Design Arena Ltd. and Founder, Polaris Software shared a very
meaningful and thought provoking experience, through a heartful and candid discussion with
Shrikrishna Kulkarni, Chairperson, Governing Board of IIM Calcutta and great grandson of Father
of the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi ji.
Arun shared his Growth Story and touched upon key topics like Design Thinking, Idea to Innovate,
Dialogue, Building Trust through Humility. It was truly inspiring and a great learning for everyone.
Mrs. Manju Jain, prominent social worker also graced the occasion.
Dr. Navneet Kumar Sharma, IRSS, Founder and President DTU-DCE Fraternity Forum & Chairperson
GIAIC DMA gave the welcome address, shared his thoughts towards living a meaningful life and
the motto of forum 'सहयोगेन सव स :'.
Dr Yogesh Misra, President DMA and Vice President Thomas Assessments gave background of
Delhi Management Association and explained the importance of life-long learning, and how
training is only one part of it.
Vote of thanks was proposed by
Amit Kumar Arya, Honorary
Secretary DMA.
This ﬁrst episode of सं रण was very
well attended by the fraternity
members of DTU-DCE and
management professionals of DMA.
The event was broadcasted live on
You Tube Channel.

A thought provoking discussion
with Arun Jain
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DMA Home Care Assistants Certiﬁcation
Programme
Delhi Management Association conducted an Award Ceremony for the ﬁrst batch of Home Care
Assistants on the successful completion of 3 months training programme on 11th December
under the able guidance of Mr. Rajan Johri, Chairperson, Skill Development Committee, DMA and
Fellow, CIPD (UK). In the opening remarks, Dr. D K Gupta, CMD, Felix Hospital, Noida shared his
views on the dire need to move professionally trained home care assistants into the system. He
also shared the importance of home care assistance in the current scenario. On this occasion, Dr
Harsh Rastogi, Senior Consultant, Apollo Hospital; Dr. Vandana Dabla, Consultant, Health
Workforce Development and Dr Yogesh Sharma were also present. The Home Care Assistant
Training Programme was done in association with RGCI, Rohini and Felix hospital, Noida. 36 AIMA |

Participants at the Award Ceremony
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Empowering Entrepreneurs through
Incubators and Accelerators
Delhi Management Association organised a special session on 8th October on ‘Empowering
Entrepreneurs through Incubators and Accelerators’ on the occasion of NOWE@ DMA 3rd
Foundation Day for budding and established women entrepreneurs. The virtual programme was
spearheaded by Ms. Veena Swarup, Chairperson, NOWE@ DMA and Former HR Director, Engineers
India Ltd. She gave a cohesive overview of the session and formally unveiled NOWE@DMA’s two
groundbreaking initiatives – Mentorship Programme, aimed at assisting women entrepreneurs
by Speakers addressing the session 33 AIMA | NEWS FROM LMA's | OCTOBER 2021 National
Conference on ‘Industry 4.0 – Making India Smart and Intelligent Manufacturing Hub’ DTU-DCE
Fraternity Forum presented appreciation certiﬁcates to the students connecting them with
industry professionals and NOWE@DMA 2nd Women Development Conference. The session was
kickstarted by key speaker, Dr. Amita Dev, Vice-Chancellor, Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical
University for Women, who spoke at length about the Anveshan Foundation, the Incubation
Centre at IGDTUW and how the university attempts to fuel the entrepreneurial capabilities of its
students by embedding entrepreneurship into the core of its pedagogy. Following this, Ms.
Deepanwita Chattopadhyay, Chairman and CEO, IKP Knowledge Park, another eminent speaker
for the session, elucidated the essence of incubators and accelerators for the growth of a startup at different stages of their entrepreneurial journey. The session was moderated by Ms. Pooja
Bajpai, Founder Director, The Talent Alchemy.

Nowe@DMA
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National Conference
Delhi Management Association in association with DTU-DCE Fraternity Forum held a day-long
National Conference on ‘Industry 4.0 – Making India Smart and Intelligent Manufacturing Hub’ on
8th October supported by IRCON and CEMCON Casting Pvt. Ltd. The welcome remarks were
delivered by Dr. Yogesh Misra, President of Delhi Management Association and Vice President,
Thomas Assessments. Lauding the efforts of budding entrepreneurs, engineers and industrialists in
this new India, Dr. Navneet Kumar Sharma, IRSS, Chairperson - Government, Industry-Academia
Interface Committee, DMA and Founder and President DTU-DCE Fraternity Forum elaborated on
the vision behind Atmanirbhar Bharat and formally set the pace of the conference in his welcome
address.
The Inaugural session was followed by a discussion on the conference theme with Mr. Sunand
Sharma, Strategic Advisor; Mr. Vineet Sahni, Group CEO, Lumax – D.K. Jain Group; Mr. Suman Bose,
GoFar and Secure Food; Dr. S.K. Chaudhary, Ex CMD, IRCON; and Mr. Anil Kakkar, CIO, Escorts Ltd on
the panel. Mr. Pranjal Sharma, Author – India Automated, moderated the session. Mr. Sunand
Sharma said that India lags in becoming an industrial leader of the world as he spoke about risk,
failure, money availability, fear, innovations, inventiveness and ideas.
This two-phase event was followed by the DTU-DCE Fraternity Forum function. Dr. Navneet Kumar
Sharma, IRSS, Chairperson -Government, Industry-Academia Interface Committee, DMA and
Founder and President DTU-DCE Fraternity Forum, presented the welcome address and shared a
brief history of what went into the making of the forum. Some of the faculty members of Delhi
Technological University were also felicitated for their unparalleled support towards running the
forum.
To encourage the rising stars of the Delhi Technological University, the DTU-DCE Fraternity Forum
presented appreciation certiﬁcates to the students for their invaluable contribution to the forum. A
cheque of Rs 1 lakh was awarded to Team Deﬁanz – the Formula Student Team of Delhi
Technological University to support their groundbreaking work on modelling an electronic car. To
enthuse a spirit of managerial excellence, Delhi Management Association awarded 44 students of
DTU with a year-long student membership. An eminent singer and DTU alumni, Mr.Tarun Gupta,
mesmerised the audience with a cultural programme marking a melodic end to the ceremony.
The function concluded with a vote of thanks given by Mr. Rajesh Tiwari, IRSS and Secretary, DTUDCE Fraternity Forum.
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Report of Unsung Covid Heroes Awards 2021
Delhi Management Association, in collaboration with Benepik, organised the ﬁrst Unsung Covid
Heroes Awards 2021 on 3rd September through Zoom, to salute the spirit of service to the people,
camaraderie, brotherhood, selﬂess giving, and empathy. Mr. Saurabh Jain, Founder and CEO–
Benepik, delivered the welcome remarks and explained the detailed process behind the
nomination process for the awards. Mr. Manish Singh, Director, Human Resource and
Administration, Haier Appliances India, was the Guest of Honour for the event. A special address
was delivered by Mr. Suresh Narayanan, Chairman and Managing Director, Nestlé India Ltd, the
Chief Guest for the awards. Mr Narayanan shared his heartfelt thanks to the award winners for
rendering their service to the people of this nation and spoke at length about the weight of the
heroic deeds performed by them in these volatile times.
The Grand Jury for the Unsung Covid Heroes Award 2021 empanelled eminent personalities from
various ﬁelds, including Government, Social, Corporate, and Healthcare. DS Group Covid-19
Response Team bagged the group category award for corporates. All the winners were honoured
with a certiﬁcate and a voucher from DMA and Benepik. The awards concluded with a vote of
thanks to express gratitude towards all the distinguished speakers, attendees and the organising
team.
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Executive Development Programme
DMA supported FIIB on 11th September in organising an Executive Development Programme on
Supply Chain Management - a critical element in organisations. The programme was conducted
by the subject expert, Mr. S.L Ganapathy, Managing Director, Shelka Marketing Services Private Ltd
and Former President and MD, Sembcorp Logistics Ltd. The programme highlighted various
issues of supply chain management in an organisation and how they affect the services and
image of an organisation. The session was attended by participants from various leading
logistics and corporate organisations besides professionals from different domains.
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Home Care Assistants Training Programme
DMA conducted a Home Care Assistants Training Programme from 20th – 25th September for
the students of Class 10th and 12th. The aim was to train participants for minimal medical tasks
like monitoring patient’s vital signs and recording the readings, observations in the patient’s
journal, facilitating administration of prescribed medicines and meals, collecting lab specimens.
The initiative was designed under the able guidance of Mr. Rajan Johri, Chairperson, Skill
Development Committee, DMA and Fellow, CIPD (UK). The overview of the programme was
shared by Dr. Vandana Dabla, Consultant, Health Workforce Development who elaborated upon
the vision behind its conception. The session was spearheaded under the mentorship of the Chief
Guest, Dr. D K Gupta, CMD, Felix Hospital, Noida. Dr. Yogesh Misra, President, DMA shared his
thoughts on the post-Covid boom in the healthcare industry and emphasised the need to
acquire practical employability skills early on in life. It was followed by Q/A session with Dr. Harsh
Rastogi, Senior Consultant, Apollo Hospital.
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TiE 10 Edition of India Internet Day
Delhi Management Association supported TiE Delhi-NCR for the 10th edition of India Internet Day,
themed Digital India: Escape Velocity. The virtual conference spanned over a period of two days,
23rd and 24th September, with a focus on tech trends. The conference played host to in-depth
sessions and keynotes by leading founders and investors from India and around the world. Mr
Karan Mohla, Co-Chair for iDay 2021 and Partner, Chiratae Ventures, said as India leapfrogs to
being a tech enabled economy, India Internet Day 2021 rings in with the theme Digital India:
Escape Velocity. Ms Geetika Dayal, Executive Director, TiE Delhi-NCR, said India Internet Day is
curated and led by a team of serial entrepreneurs and investors. She highlighted that it has
become a leading platform to catch the makers and leaders of the India Internet Growth story.
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Executive Development Programme on
Cyber Security
Fortune Institute of International Business conducted an Executive Development Programme on
‘Cyber Security for Data Protection’ with the support of Delhi Management Association on 25th
August by Mr. Mukesh Choudhary, Chief Technology Ofﬁcer at Cyber Cell- Jaipur Police and
Founder - CyberVeer Foundation (a non-proﬁt organisation) as a key faculty. The programme
gave insights on many alarming online trends during COVID-19 – the rapid rise of cybercrime,
case studies including the modus operandi of cyber criminals and how to counter such crimes. It
gave the opportunity to all the attendees to learn comprehensive approaches to protecting their
infrastructure, including securing data and information, running risk analysis and mitigation,
architecting cloudbased security, achieving compliance and much more. The key takeaways of
the programme were to implement technical strategies, tools and techniques to secure data
and information for your organisation and how to counter measure from ﬁnancial frauds like –
Card Cloning, phishing attacks and online surﬁng. The programme on Cyber Security for Data
Protection was attended by a large number of working professionals. All the attendees were
encouraged to think differently and apply basic elements to their addition. Interactive participant
discussion towards the end of the session changed the dynamics between the speaker and the
audience which included exchange of views and experiences.
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Webinar on Upcoming ESG based
Frameworks of SEBI and BIS
Delhi Management Association hosted a virtual webinar on 22nd July on ‘Upcoming ESG based
Frameworks of SEBI and BIS’ to create awareness and disseminate information about the recently
introduced disclosure requirements under business responsibility and sustainability reporting,
covering environmental, social and governance perspectives, which will be applicable on the top
1,000 listed entities by market capitalisation. The session was chaired and moderated by Dr
Neelam Gupta, Chairperson, CSR and Sustainability Committee of DMA and Founder President
and CEO of AROH Foundation. The keynote speakers were Mr. Hemant Gupta, MD, BRTSIF and MD
and CEO, BSE Samman CSR Ltd; Mr. Mukesh Kumar, Head of the center for E2E in CSR and Business
and Human Rights, IICA; Dr Bhaskar Chatterjee, Chairman, MSD 10, BIS standards and Secretary
General and Executive Head of Indian Steel Association; Mr. Rajib Kumar Debnath, Convener of
Panel P7/MSD10, BIS standards and Managing Partner, Inspired4Accounting and Advisory Services
LLP; Ms. Snehlata, Sc F and Head, Management and Systems Department, BIS Standards, Ministry
of Consumer Affairs and Public Distribution and Dr R S Dabas, Founder and CEO, Centre for
Individual and Organizational Excellence and Vice President, DMA. Dr. Neelam Gupta opened the
session and Mr. Hemant Gupta elucidated on SEBI’s upcoming framework pertaining to Social
Stock Exchange through an educating presentation. Mr. Mukesh Kumar enlightened the audience
on Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting through a presentation. Dr. Bhaskar
Chatterjee reiterated how the BRSR is an initiative towards ensuring that investors have access to
standardised disclosures on ESG parameters and relevant and comparable information will
enable investors to identify and assess sustainability-related risks and opportunities of
companies and make better investment decisions. Mr. Rajib Kumar put the spotlight on broad
importance of The Indian Assurance Engagement Standards through his comprehensive
presentation. The webinar had another edifying session by Ms. Snehlata on Standards of BIS and
The Indian CSR BLC and ALC Certiﬁcation Scheme. Dr. R S Dabas thanked the distinguished
panelists and the participants in his valedictory remarks for an interactive and stimulating
session. The webinar was attended and appreciated by a large number of participants from India
and abroad.
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Hybrid is the New Normal in Learning and
Development
ISTD Delhi Chapter organised a virtual panel discussion Young Leaders Series on 26th June on
‘Hybrid is the New Normal in Learning and Development’ in association with Delhi Management
Association, NHRDN Delhi NCR Chapter, NIPM Delhi NCR Chapter, FMA and NDIM. Mr. Mukesh Jain,
Chairman, ISTD, Delhi Chapter welcomed the fellow participants on behalf of ISTD and the
collaborating organisations. Mr Yashwant Chauhan, Co-Opted Management Committee
Member and Young Leaders Series Coordinator, ISTD Delhi Chapter introduced the moderator Ms.
Ramya Rao, Lead Learning and Development, Reliance Industries Ltd and eminent panellists Mr.
Girish Kohli, Head Performance and Rewards, Bennett Coleman and Co. Ltd and Mr. S Sashi
Kumar, DGM, Learning and Development, Indian Oil Institute of Petroleum Management. In the
session, Ms. Ramya proposed that we should understand hybrid learning, where it is taking us
and how we are faring at it right now. In the deliberation, Mr. Kohli believed that the hybrid
learning is in think, transformation has been quick, boundaries have been shrunk and time zone
barriers have become irrelevant. The two new proﬁles that he believed are coming up are the
role of a curator, who can curate the learning needs and of learning coach. The session was
concluded with a vote of thanks by Mr. D V Shastry. The webinar was highly appreciated by the
participants.
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Transformational Leadership
Delhi Management Association conducted a webinar on 19th May on ‘Transformational
Leadership’ by Dr S P Verma, PhD, MBA, MA, LLB, DGE&T, Government of India Certiﬁed Assessor
and Professor, Head-Centre for Executive Education, FIIB. Dr Verma shared that transformational
leaders stimulate and inspire their followers to achieve extraordinary outcomes and, in the
process, develop their followers’ own leadership capacity. He highlighted on the process of
transformational leadership, four components also known as the ‘four I’s’-: Idealised Inﬂuence –
Leader serves as an ideal role model for followers and is admired for this; Inspirational Motivation
- Transformational leaders have the ability to inspire and motivate followers; Individualised
Consideration – Transformational leaders demonstrate genuine concern for the needs and
feelings of followers which brings out the best efforts from each individual; Intellectual
Stimulation –Transformational leaders challenge followers to be innovative and creative and the
various steps, competencies and effect of transformational leadership on organisation. The
webinar was highly appreciated by the participants.
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11th Women Entrepreneurs Conference and
DMA All India Women Entrepreneurs
Awards 2021
The 11th Women Entrepreneurs Conference on the theme ‘Changing Landscape for Entrepreneurs –
Aspire, Adapt and Achieve’ and All India Women Entrepreneurs Awards was organised by
NOWE@DMA on 22nd April through Zoom. It was organised to recognise the effort of women
achievers and women entrepreneurs in different ﬁelds of life. Ms. Veena Swarup, Former Director HR,
Engineers India Limited & Conference Chairperson, gave the welcome address and extended her
support to women entrepreneurs from all walks of life while shedding light on the IWD 2021
Campaign ‘Choose to Challenge’. In the Inaugural session, interesting and inspiring insights about
the importance of mentorship and incubation support for women entrepreneurs to build
sustainable enterprises were shared by the Guest of Honours, Dr Amita Dev, Vice-Chancellor,
IGDTUW and Ms. Anuradha Vemuri, Advisor, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, GOI.

Ms Veena Swarup,
Former Director-HR,
EIL addressing

(L to R) Dr Amita Dev, Vice-Chancellor, IGDTUW and Ms Anuradha Vemuri, Advisor,
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, GOI addressing
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Padma Shri Dr Saurabh Srivastava, Co-founder and former Chairman, NASSCOM, IVCA, TIE @
Founder IAN was recognised with an award ‘Iconic Leadership for Promoting Entrepreneurship’
followed by a special address expressing his ideas on why individuals should think of becoming
an entrepreneur.

Padma Shri Dr Saurabh Srivastava,
Co-founder and former Chairman,
NASSCOM, IVCA, TIE @ Founder IAN

The Inaugural address was shared by the Chief Guest, Ms Dagmar Walter, Director, ILO India. She
spoke extensively about the role of various restraints like lack of access to training and social
limitations in curbing the growth of women entrepreneurs.

Ms Dagmar Walter,
Director, ILO India

The second session on ‘Adapting to the Changing Environment’ was hosted by session
moderator, Ms Madhuri Dubey, Founder, National Skills Network, with an array of distinguished
speakers from the Management and Entrepreneurial setup - Dr Sunita Sanghi, Former Principal
Adviser, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship and Former Executive Member,
NCVET; Dr Darlie Koshy, CEO, Apparel Training and Design Center and Author of Runway to Skilled
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India; Mr Kelvin A. Sergeant, Sustainable Enterprise Development Specialist ILO Decent Work Team
for South Asia and Ms Sudeepta VeerapaneniDirector, Supply Chain Network, Deloitte India. The
third session of the conference on the theme ‘Building Your Funding capacity’ was moderated by
Ms Shweta Punj, Senior Editor, India Today Group, with insights from some notable speakers - Ms
Shilpy Kochhar, Sr Manager Entrepreneurship Development, BIRAC; Ms Seema Chaturvedi,
Managing Partner, AWE Funds; Mr Sunil K Marwah, CEO, Sector Skill Council for Food Processing and
Mr Ullas Marar, Head Project, Her & Now, GIZ India.
The fourth session on ‘Lessons through Storytelling’ was moderated by Ms Mahua Venkatesh,
Executive Editor, India Narrative. The panel included Dr Blossom Kochhar, Chairperson, Blossom
Kochhar Group of Companies; Dr Shikha Sharma, Founder, Dr Shikha’s Nutri Health; Ms Jesmina
Zeliang, Culture Entrepreneur, COA Member, Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts and Executive
Member, Handicrafts & Carpet Sector Skill Council and Dr Sriparna B Baruah, Head, Centre for
Industrial Extension, Indian Institute of Entrepreneurship, Guwahati. The valedictory session of the
conference was given with concluding remarks by Ms Veena Swarup, Former Director HR, Engineers
India Limited and Conference Chairperson.
Dr Yogesh Misra, Vice President, Thomas Assessments and President, DMA, talked extensively about
the prestigious history of DMA and the impressive work done by the female post-holders within the
organisation. The Guest of Honour for the conference, Mr. Ranjan Mohapatra, Director HR, Indian Oil
Corp. Ltd., shared some tips with entrepreneurs to run a successful business and for a fulﬁlling life.

(L to R) Dr Yogesh Misra, Vice President, Thomas Assessments and President, DMA and
Mr. Ranjan Mohapatra, Director HR, Oil Corp. Ltd. Addressing
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The special address was followed by the presentation of special awards wherein Ms. Anu
Acharya, CEO, Mapmygenome was recognised with the Role Model Award. Ms. Padmaja Ruparel,
Co-founder, Indian Angel Network, was recognised with The Mentorship Award.

Ms. Anu Acharya, CEO, Mapmygenome and Ms. Padmaja Ruparel, Co-founder, Indian Angel Network

Padma Shri Ms. Anu Aga, Former
Chairperson, Thermax was recognised
with the Lifetime Achievement Award.
Ms Aga shared anecdotes spotlighting the
prejudices faced by her while growing up
and her experiences of being a woman in
the business world in her acceptance
speech.

Padma Shri Ms. Anu Aga, Former Chairperson, Thermax

The valedictory address was given by the Chief
Guest, HE Ambassador Ritva Koukku-Ronde,
Ambassador of Finland & EU Gender
Champion for India. The Ambassador shared
her vision for supporting and promoting
gender equality initiatives in India for closing
the gender pay gap while advocating ideas for
advancing gender balance in decision making.
The conference received more than 250
registrations from distinguished professionals
from top MNC’s, illustrious entrepreneurs,
management students and stalwarts from the
business industry.

HE Ambassador Ritva Koukku-Ronde Addressing the
valedictory session
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Flashback
Celebrating 65 Glorious Years of DMA – A Rich Heritage

Prof A Dasgupta
Memorial Lecture.
Seen (L to R) Mr KN Modi,
Prof AM Khusro, Mr PL Tandon,
Dr NK Sengupta.

Justice JL Nain inaugurating
the Seminar on ‘Operational
Problems under the
Companies Act & the MRTP
Act’. Seated: Mr SM Dugar &
Mr HR Gupta.

Mr Ajit Haksar, Chairman
Emeritus, ITC, Dr (Mrs) Reena
Ramachandran, Director,
ONGC & Col SP Wahi,
Chairman, ONGC at the
Seminar on ‘Leadership for
Organizational Excellence’.

Dr. Ian Simm, Acting Minister
(Cultural Affairs), British Council
Division, welcoming the Guest
Speakers & audience.
L to R: Mrs. Neena Malhotra,
Mrs. Nalini Sharma, Dr. Jairam
Ramesh, Mr. Gopalakrishna &
Mrs Usha Roy.

Sh. G.D. Birla inaugrating
DMA AGM.

Mr P.M. Sinha, Chairman,
PepsiCo addressing the
function. Seated Mr Jagdish
Ahuja, Mr Rakesh Sharma,
Dr Pritam Singh,
Mr Sushil Baveja &
Mr Shailesh Shah.

Lala Bansi Dhar (right)
welcoming the Chief Guest,
Shri Prem Pandhi in the centre.

Shri Jagjivan Ram
inaugurating the 19th
Annual General Meeing.
L to R: Mr MM Sabharwal,
Mr VP Arya, Mr MR Kohli
& Mr SC Aggarwal.

Dr Manmohan Singh, Dy
Chairman, Planning
Commission delivering the
Keynote Address at the
DMA Annual Management
Conference on ‘Management
Challenges of New Economic
Policy’. (L-R Mr MMA Baig,
Mr Daljit Singh &
Mr Jagdish Ahuja).

Mr Vasant Sathe felicitating
Dr (Mrs) Kiran Bedi.
Mr KR Krishnan is on left.
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Shri DV Kapur, Secretary,
Ministry of Heavy Industry,
inaugurating the Seminar on
‘Computers-A Management
Aid for Higher Productivity’.

Mr Krishan Kalra, President
DMA welcoming Mr Sam
Pitroda at the Conference.
Mr Rajendra Singh on
the left & Dr R Thiagarajan
on the right.

Shri Kapil Dev delighted
audience with a talk on
New Communication
Technology. Mrs Kanwal Singh
chaired the meeting.

His Excellency Sir Paul
Gore-Booth inaugurating the
Annual General Meeting.
Mr RL Tuli (centre) & Mr Sri
Thandaveswara (right).

Prem Pandhi (President,
DMA) introducing the
Chief St, Shri Morarji
Desai, at the Sixth
Luncheon colloquium.

His Excellency Sir Paul
Gore-Booth (right), being
received by Mr TM Rama
Aiyangar for inauguration of
the 7th Annual General
Meeting of the Association
Mr RL Tuli (President) is in
the centre.

Mr Raunaq Singh, second
from left, inaugurating the
Course on Export Policies
and Procedures.

Dr Sunil Abrol thanking the
Chief Guest, Shri Vijai Kapoor,
Lt Governor of Delhi &
Prof SL Rao, Chairman, Central
Electricity Regulatory Commission
at DMA Annual Convention on
‘Managing Change in the
Next Millennium’.

Sh. Morajee Desai,
then Prime Minister of India
at DMA.
Bhai Manjit Singh, President,
DMA, welcoming the
Chief Guest Shri R Srinivasan
at the seminar on ‘Work Ethics’.
Dr GK Suri (left) &
Shri JC Ahuja (extreme right).

Mr NC Sengupta inaugurating
the Seminar on Bankers &
Borrowers, Mr CK Hazari
(extreme right) in the chair.

Shri Manubhai Shah,
ex-Minister for Commerce,
Government of India,
addressing the Colloquium.

L to R: Mr Yogesh Misra,
Mr Sumant Sinha,
Mr A Sundara Rajan &
Mr Rajan Pandhi.
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Inauguration of DMA New
Ofﬁce at India Habitat Centre.

DMA Mega HR Conclave 2012.

Rakesh Sharma, Arun Sehgal,
Shri Vijai Kapoor, former Lt
Governor of Delhi, CP Jain,
CMD, NTPC, P Dwarakanath
& S Ramachandran.

Seminar in collaboration of
DMA and Thomas Assessments
with Dr Udai Pareek.

DMA & Thomas Assessments
2014 Awardees Group.

DMA National Seminar 2009.

DMA National HR
conference 2015.

DMA HR Conclave 2010.

Shri Vijai Kapoor presenting
DMA-NTPC Book Award to
Nitish Sengupta Member of
Parliament.

DMA-Thomas Award
Winners Group.
HRF SARENA

Indo Pak Summit Islamabad.

Mr Yogesh Misra being
felicitated.
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